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The first version of KN-Q7A was launched in October
2011, and we have sold about 500 kits to many countries
worldwide. Recently from PCB version 2.2, we have decided
to change the antenna connector to BNC type, which is
considered to be a better option for mobile operation. Although
the printed quick guide shipped along with the kit briefly
outlined the major changes, we feel it is better to write another
document with updated photos. Also, you may have found out,
this document is arranged to be friendly to Kindle or iPad, as
many of you already own and use more frequently than your
PC or laptop now.

Read Full Manual First
The original version of full manual is still very useful, so
please download and read it before you actually start the kit
building. It can be found at http://crkits.com/knq7amanual.pdf.

Parts Inventory
First thing first is to do parts inventory. A complete part list
is located at http://crkits.com/knq7apartlist.pdf if your kit is 40
meter version or http://crkits.com/knq7a20mpartlist.pdf if your
kit is 20 meter version. Over time, we may use different
sources of parts, so likely you will find slight differences. For
example, for 15 pF, 27 pF, 47 pF capacitors, we have been
using ceramic capacitors, and you will find 15, 27 and 47
markings on the parts. Later on, we will use monolithic
capacitors, and the markings are 150, 270 and 470.

Step 1: Power Supply Circuit
Only 1 pcs 1N5401 is used here, and we have supplied 4
pcs IC sockets, so it will be easier to replace IC's when
necessary.

Step 2: Audio Amplifier
There is no major change in this part.

Step 3: Detector/ DSB Modulator
In this part, you will see that 15 pF is used in place of 22
uH to help pull crystal frequency a bit higher. The red dot
crystal is installed in Xa'. Note that only 20 meter kit has this
red dot crystal. 5-pin microphone connector is used here.

Step 4: RX IF Amplifier
You see markings with “/” again. As you can read on the
PCB, x/y marking means x for 40m and y for 20m. Here,
27p/NS means for 40m 27p and for 20m “Not Stuffed”.
68p/270p means for 40m 68p and for 20m 270p.

Step 5: IF Crystal Filter
There is no major change in this part.

Step 6: Mixer and VXO LO
There is no major change in this part.

Step 7: RX Front End
RF ATT trimmer is removed, as it is seldom used. BNC
antenna connector is installed in this part. Please trim the extra
long leads.

Step 8: TX Amplifiers and LPF
IRF530 is used for both 40m and 20m kits. Make sure you
turn SET BIAS trimmer fully counter clockwise.

For the toroid coils, American toroids are used.

Final Assembly
The board is ready for final assembly.

Use template to drill 7 holes first.

Solder 5-pin wire to the microphone connector. Please
refer to the PCB marking to find the correct pin number on the
microphone connector.

Ready for alignment. Refer to the full manual to align the
kit carefully. Many people made mistakes here to turn SET
BIAS trimmer too fast, so it causes over current and damage.

Cover the case, tighten the panel screws, install the knobs,
and install the washer and nut for BNC connector. Build is
completed. Enjoy QRP operation with the rig you build by
yourself!
If you are interested in this kit, please pay a visit to
http://crkits.com and you can place order directly online.

